
Delmades GIANT HARROWS are super-duty special-purpose stump jump harrow sections weighing three times that of
a standard 45kg section, measuring one and a half times wider. Giant Sections have an extremely high weight-per
tine ratio, allowing unrivalled penetration and aggression.

Delmades GIANT HARROWS are available in three configurations, all utilising a prescribed number of harrow
sections according to the required working width. The Delmade Heavy Duty Bar, available with a wheel kit. The
Delmade Heavy Duty Rigid Lift and the Delmade Heavy Duty Folding Lift available as Manual or Hydraulic.

Proudly Australian Made

HARROWS

GIANT
STUMP JUMP 

4 SECTION BAR WITH WHEELS

Harrows - bars, li�s

DISCLAIMER: All Specifications are central se�ings
and exclude options. Due to our policy of 
continuous improvement, implements may
differ from those illustrated. All specifications are
therefore approximates and may be subject to variation.
We reserve the right to change design
and/or specifications without prior notice or obligation.

SECTIONS
WORKING WIDTH

BARS WHEEL KIT
SUITS BARS RIGID LIFT HYDRAULIC 

FOLDING LIFTIMPERIAL METRIC

3 3.6 12’ DHA1453

DHA1456

DHA1459 -

4 4.8 16’ DHA1452 - DHA1457

5 6.0 20’ DHA1454 - DHA1458

6 7.2 24’ DHA1455 - -

7 8.4 27’ DHA1460 - -



YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST:

info@delmade.com.au

www.delmade.com.au

Bars

In their simplest format, up to 7
sections may be attached to a bar
and dragged from a single central
chain hooked to the tractor drawbar.

Wheel Kit

Designed to be used with the 
Delmade harrow bar the Harrow
Wheel kit lifts the front of the harrow
sections to alleviate pressure from
digging in. 

Rigid Li�s

3PL mounted frames commonly
carrying 3 sections (other sizes are
available). Lifts offer the advantage
of easy trash removal from the
tines and greater mobility than bars.

3 SECTION BAR

3 SECTION BAR WITH WHEELS

Folding Li�s - Manual & Hydraulic

3PL mounted frames commonly
carrying 3 - 5 sections (other sizes are
available). Utilises two folding
wings which are manually or
hydraulically operated to reduce 
overall width for road transport, 
narrow gateways and for compact
storage.

3 SECTION RIGID LIFT FRAME

4 SECTION HYD FOLD LIFT 


